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4. A Universe of Matter and Energy

“The eternal mystery of the world is its 
comprehensibility.  The fact that it is 
comprehensible is a miracle.”

Albert Einstein (1879 – 1955)
Physicist



What are Matter and Energy?

matter – is material such as rocks, water, air. 
energy – is what makes matter move!
Energy is measured in many different units.
The metric unit of energy used by scientists is:

4,184 joules = 1 calorie



Three Basic Types of Energy

• kinetic
– energy of motion

• potential
– stored energy 

• radiative
– energy transported by light

Energy can change from one form to another. 



Kinetic Energy

• Amount of kinetic energy of a moving object
= 1/2 mv2

[if mass (m) is in kg & velocity (v) is in m/s, energy is in 
joules]  

• On the microscopic level
– the average kinetic energy of the particles within a 

substance is called the temperature.
– it is dominated by the velocities of the particles.



Temperature Scales

TCel=TFah-32

1.8

TFah=32+(1.8 x TCel)



Temperature vs. Heat

• Temperature is the average
kinetic energy.

• Heat (thermal energy) is 
the total kinetic energy.

lower T higher T

same T

less heat more heat



Potential Energy

• gravitational potential energy 
is the energy which an object 
stores due to its ability to fall

• It depends on:
– the object’s mass (m)
– the strength of gravity (g)
– the distance which it falls (d)

m

d

g



Potential Energy

• energy is stored in matter itself
• this mass-energy is what would be released 

if an amount of mass, m, were converted 
into energy

E  =  mc2

[ c = 3 x 108 m/s is the speed of light; m is in kg, then E is in joules]



Conservation of Energy

• Energy can be neither created nor destroyed.
• It merely changes it form or is exchanged 

between objects.
• This principle (or law) is fundamental to 

science.
• The total energy content of the Universe was 

determined in the Big Bang and remains the 
same today.
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The “size” of an Atom
• Although it is the smallest part of the atom, most of 

the atom’s mass is contained in the nucleus.
• The electrons do not “orbit” the nucleus;  they are 

“smeared out” in a cloud which give the atom its size.



Periodic Table of the Elements

atomic number = #protons
atomic mass no. = #protons + #neutrons
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The particles in the nucleus determine the 
element & isotope. 
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What if an electron is missing?
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What if two or more atoms combine to form 
a particle?
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molecule

H2O (water)



Phases of Matter 

• the phases
– solid
– liquid
– gas
– plasma

depend on how tightly 
bound the atoms and/or 
molecules are 

• As temperature increases, 
these bonds are loosened:



Electron Orbits
• Electrons can gain or lose energy while they orbit the 

nucleus.
• When electrons have the lowest energy possible, we say 

the atom is in the ground state.
• When electrons have more energy than this, we say the 

atom is in an excited state.
• When electrons 
gain enough energy to 
escape the nucleus, we 
say the atom is ionized.



Electron Energy Levels
• But, electrons can not have just any energy while 

orbiting the nucleus.
• Only certain energy values are allowed.
• Electrons may only gain or lose certain specific 

amounts of energy.

• Each element (atom and ion) 
has its own distinctive set or 
pattern of energy levels.

• This diagram depicts the 
energy levels of Hydrogen. 



5. Universal Laws of Motion

“If I have seen farther than others, it 
is because I have stood on the 
shoulders of giants.”

Sir Isaac Newton (1642 – 1727)
Physicist



Objects in Motion

• speed – rate at which an object moves, i.e. the 
distance traveled per unit time  [m/s; mi/hr]

• velocity – an object’s speed in a certain 
direction, e.g. “10 m/s moving east”

• acceleration – a change in an object’s velocity, 
i.e. a change in either speed or direction is an 
acceleration [m/s2]


